The effect of parameter uncertainty on water quality in a distribution system under steady and unsteady conditions is analyzed using Monte Carlo simulation (MCS). Sources of uncertainties for water quality include decay coefficients, pipe diameter and roughness, and nodal spatial and temporal demands. Results from the system analyzed suggest that water quality estimates are robust to individual parameter estimates but the total effect of multiple parameters can be important. The largest uncertainties occur when flow patterns are altered. The study also provides guidance on difficulties in model calibration. For example, the wall decay had the largest influence on model prediction for the system that was reviewed and is one of the most difficult to measure given its variability between pipes.
system representation also affects the flow distribution and travel times within the system. Many modelers suggest that all pipe models are required to adequately represent the true flow patterns. As more pipes are introduced, more uncertain parameters must be defined or calibrated for those components. This paper examines the impact of alternative sources of uncertainty on water quality predictions by examining both steady and unsteady conditions for two relatively large systems. The objective is to study the effect of alternative uncertain parameters sets on uncertainty levels of water quality variables through Monte Carlo simulation (MCS).
The evaluated input parameters are the decay coefficients, pipe roughnesses, pipe diameters and nodal demands.
Spatial and temporal nodal demand variabilities are also considered. The model output of interest is the nodal concentrations throughout the system. Evaluating the MCS results provides insights into the relative importance of the different model parameters and potential implications on model calibration and use.
The relative impact of uncertain parameters changes with system conditions. For example, water is often stored in the tank to provide adequate pressure and for emergency use at the expense of water quality deterioration. Thus, the uncertainty in delivered water as related to the amount of emergency storage is examined. Similarly, daily demand patterns change between seasons and the relative impact will vary.
BACKGROUND
Uncertainty analysis has been applied to water distribution systems in attempts to quantify system reliability. Wagner et al. (1988) performed MCS for general systems. However, they only considered pipe breaks and pump outages as the random phenomena and found their effects on nodal pressure heads. Bao & Mays (1990) defined hydraulic reliability as the water distribution system performance measure and mechanical reliability as the ability of the system components to provide continuing and long-term operation without frequent repairs. Based on those definitions, they completed an MCS study considering uncertainties of future demand, pressure head and pipe roughness and examined the impact of uncertainties on nodal reliability. Xu & Goulter (1998) considered uncertainties in nodal demands, pipe roughness and reservoir/tank levels and observed their impacts on nodal pressure heads. A firstorder Taylor series expansion to the nonlinear hydraulic model was applied to develop the linearized model and verified by MCS. Sadiq et al. (2004) presented a risk analysis associated with water quality in the distribution systems. However, the authors computed the risk based on the external sources that can deteriorate the water quality in the systems. The sources included to compute the risks were: intrusion of contaminants into the system (through connection) or permeation of organic compounds through plastic components, re-growth of bacteria in the systems including pipe and storage facilities, water treatment breakthrough, leaching of chemicals and the corrosion of systems components.
The system parameters that are involved in deteriorating insystem water quality were not included in their study. Barkdoll & Didigam (2004) evaluated the impact of uncertain demands on pressure and water quality. They limited their study to two relatively small networks for steady and unsteady conditions. Only an average demand was considered as uncertain and fluctuations in the daily temporal demand factors were not considered. Pasha & Lansey (2005) conducted MCS under steady conditions considering pipe diameter and roughness decay coefficients, and nodal demands as sources of uncertainty.
However their analysis did not include unsteady conditions. Khanal et al. (2006) conducted a two-part contamination level investigation into the distribution systems. In part I, the zone of influence was mapped based on calculated exposure index and in part II the Latin hypercube sampling technique was used to perform a generalized sensitivity analysis to find out network response to base demand, storage capacity, injection mass and injection duration. They concluded that in some cases storage capacity is important while the injection duration is the least important. Other important parameters such as pipe diameter and roughness, bulk and wall decay coefficients were not considered in their study.
For pipe l that connects nodes A and B, conservation of energy is
where H A and H B are the total energy at nodes A and B, respectively, and h L,l is the head loss in connecting pipe l.
The head loss can be estimated by a number of equations including the Darcy -Weisbach and Hazen-Williams equations. Each equation and its associated parameters can be modeled in an MCS. The empirical Hazen-Williams equation is most widely used in the USA for water distribution system analysis:
where K u is a unit constant, and D, L, Q and C HW are the diameter, length, flow and Hazen-Williams roughness coefficient of the pipe respectively. EPANET (Rossman 2002) iteratively solves this set of nonlinear equations with a Newton's type method for the unknown H's and Q's given all pipe diameters, lengths and roughness coefficients and all nodal demands, following Todini & Pilati (1988) .
Unsteady hydraulic conditions are represented by
introducing a tank to the system with a water surface level that varies with flows to and from the tank. Nodal demands are assumed to vary through the analysis period in a series of discrete time steps.
Water quality relationships
Four mechanisms are involved with fluid and constituent transport: advection, molecular and turbulent diffusion, and dispersion. Turbulent diffusion does not affect longitudinal transport and so is unimportant here. In most available models, dispersion is neglected since the flow velocities are normally high, resulting in uniform velocity distributions.
Molecular diffusion is very small compared to other transport mechanisms so it is also neglected (Boulos et al. 2004) . Therefore, advection transport at the flow velocity is the only transport mechanism considered. In this case, conservation of constituent mass for a pipe can be written in differential form as
where V is the flow velocity that is determined by solving the hydraulic equations. ›C/›x is the rate of change in concentrations between the inflow and outflow sections of a differential element, ›C/›t is the rate of change of constituent concentration within the differential element and r(C) is the reaction relationship. The general form of r(C) for a decay process is
where C p is the limiting concentration, k is the reaction constant and nc is the reaction order. Chlorine, which can decay completely (C p ¼ 0), is modeled by a first-order reaction (nc ¼ 1) in this application, so r(C) ¼ kC. Any reaction order can be evaluated using MCS.
Decay reactions occur in the water with reacting substances present in the water and with materials on the pipe wall. As a result, the reaction constant k is the sum of two coefficients, the bulk reaction coefficient, k b , and the wall reaction coefficient, k wall or Rossman et al. (1994) reported that pipe wall coefficients are affected by three factors: the reactive ability of biofilm layer, the available wall area for reactions and the movement of water to the wall. The reactive nature of the wall material is measured by another coefficient, the global wall reaction rate, k w . For first-order reaction the wall decay coefficient k wall can be written as (Rossman et al. 1994 )
where k f is a mass transfer coefficient that is a function of the turbulence in the pipe that is related to the Reynolds number, R is the pipe radius and abs is the absolute value operator. The transport Equations (Equations (4) -(7)) can be solved by several methods. EPANET (Rossman 2002) uses the time-driven method.
The above Equations (1) - (7) show that the parametersnodal demand, pipe diameter, pipe roughness and bulk and wall reaction coefficients-all directly affect the nodal constituent levels. Reaction coefficients appear within the reaction relationship but wall decay is influenced by the degree of turbulence that is related to hydraulic conditions (Rossman 2002) . Thus, the hydraulic parameters (C HW , D and q) indirectly affect constituent decay as well as directly control flow velocities that dominate constituent transport.
All five parameters were considered as uncertain in this analysis. A pipe's effective diameter reduces over time because of encrusted materials on the pipe walls. Pipe roughness also increases due to the encrusted materials.
Thus, these two parameters are uncertain. The bulk decay coefficient is related to many factors, including temperature and pH, that may vary over time. The wall decay coefficient is very difficult to measure accurately since it depends on the reactive ability of the biofilm layer, the wall area available for reactions and the movement of water. Thus, these two decay coefficients are also uncertain. Demands are inherently uncertain due to random water consumption.
METHODOLOGY
MCS for water distribution quality analysis consists of five steps. The first step is to generate sets of random numbers for each parameter set. Defining parameters' values based on the random numbers and parameter probability distributions is the second step. Next, hydraulic and water quality simulations are completed using EPANET (Rossman 2002) .
Finally, statistics of disinfectant levels are computed for nodes of interest. These steps are repeated until the statistics of the output converge to consistent values (Step 5).
Generating random parameters (Steps 1 and 2)
For each realization, a set of random numbers are generated in the range 0-1. The number of random values equals the number of uncertain parameters. The parameter values are then computed based upon their assumed distributions. For a uniform distribution, the parameter, P uniform , is found by
where P ul and P ll are the upper and lower bound of the parameter and rnd is the generated random number.
Normally distributed parameters values are determined by
where m and s are the mean and standard deviation of the parameter and Z is the standard normal deviate that is found using the following approximation (Abramowitz & Stegun 1972 )
where a 0 ¼ 2.30753; a 1 ¼ 0.27061; b 1 ¼ 0.99229 and b 2 ¼ 0.04481. t is found from the random number by
If the generated rnd is greater than 0.5, then rnd ¼ 1-rnd and the resulting sign of Z is changed from positive to negative.
APPLICATION NETWORK: EXAMPLE 1 Steady conditions
The first network that is analyzed in this study is network Chlorine is the disinfectant of interest. It was assumed to decay by following a first-order reaction with k b ¼ 2 0.3 1/d and k w ¼ 20.3 1/d. The input concentrations generated at source and reservoir were assumed to be 1.0 mg/l and 0.5 mg/l, respectively. All pipe and base demand data were taken directly from the EPANET manual. Pipes downstream of node 26 were dominated by laminar flow, which violates the assumption in the defined water quality model, so downstream pipes were truncated and demands were lumped at node 26.
Due to a lack of literature, bulk decay and wall decay coefficients were assumed to follow normal distribution the roughness and nodal demands were assumed to follow truncated normal distribution. The coefficient of variation used for all of these parameters is 0.1. Pipe roughness values were limited to 25 units above or below the mean or a maximum and minimum of 140 and 80, respectively.
A check is completed to ensure the set of generated C HW values are within their bounds. If not, the value is discarded and a new random number is generated. Pipe diameters are assumed to follow uniform distributions with a range from the nominal diameter of 12.7 mm (0.5 inches). However, log-normal distribution can be an alternative. The range in which a diameter can vary is small (12.7 mm).
To ensure that the generated demands do not vary significantly from the system's mean demands the total generated demand must not change the total mean demand by more than 5%. If they do, the set of generated demands is rejected and a new set of demands is generated.
Rejection of the generated demands occurred very rarely. 
where Var( f(a,b)) is the total function variance due to parameters a and b. The first and second terms on the RHS are the contributions of parameters a and b, independently.
The third term is the component from the dependence between a and b and the fourth term is noise or model uncertainty. In this study parameters were assumed to be independent; thus the covariance term is zero. Also, the model is assumed to be known exactly. is reasonably close to the pump station and therefore the travel time to that node is relatively short. The result of the short travel time is that bulk decay has little influence while the global wall decay has the highest impact of all parameters. If flow is steady, the total uncertainty at a Table 1 means each pipe and node has its own mean parameter value (e.g. diameter, roughness and demand). Since standard deviations are calculated from means using coefficients of variation they also vary pipe to pipe and node to node. However, single mean values have been used for wall and bulk decay coefficients for the whole network.
Results

As seen in
particular location based on Equation (12) is approximately equal to the sum of the uncertainties due to each parameter considered separately. Therefore, the output variance is highest when all parameters are uncertain. This observation was confirmed in Figures 3(a, b) . The standard deviation at node 11, s 11 ¼ 0.014 mg/l. and coefficient of variation at node 11, CV 11 ¼ 0.019, when all parameters are uncertain.
Node 24 is located in the middle of the system and receives a mixture of flows from the source and the tank. The global wall decay coefficient and demand make the largest contributions to the node's uncertainty (Figure 3(a) ). The magnitude of the water quality uncertainty due to the global wall decay coefficient and demand is higher at this location compared to nodes 11 and 26 (Figure 3(a) ). As a result of a longer travel distance, decay due to wall interactions is larger than node 11. Thus, water quality is more sensitive to the global wall decay coefficient. Demand changes alter the flow pattern and the source of water passing through this node.
Since the chlorine concentrations of water from the source after decay are much less than the water from the nearby reservoir, this causes higher uncertainty in the concentrations at node 24. Similar to node 11, pipe diameter and roughness and bulk decay have little influence on the water quality at this node (Figures 3(a, b) ).
Node 26 is in the distant portion of the system and has a higher water age and lower chlorine concentrations 
Unsteady conditions
To examine the effect of temporal flow conditions, the Net2A system was modeled in an extended period analysis (EPS). As shown in Figure 1 , the reservoir was changed to a tank. Three identical pumps at the source were represented with the design point option with Q design and H design equal The source water level and its concentration were held constant at 0 m and 1 mg/l, respectively. The 24 h average demand pattern listed in Table 3 (2) considering all parameters uncertain together.
The MCS was terminated if the change of standard deviation of concentration did not exceed 0.0001 mg/l between 250 realization increments or 10,000 realizations were evaluated.
For unsteady conditions the total system demand factor (q) is generated as in the steady case and applied to the average demand for each node to generate the base demand over a day for that particular node. Since each node's demand varies over time, a second temporal demand factor (q f ) is generated for each node for each time period. This temporal demand factor introduces uncertainty about the average nodal demand as a function of time. The final nodal demand at node j and time t, q t,j , is computed by
where qb j is the base demand for node j, DF t is the deterministic base demand multiplier for time t, q n j is the random nodal demand factor for node j and q f t;j is the random temporal demand factor for time t and node j. In the MCS, uncertainties were introduced for q f t;j as an independent parameter and the total demand uncertainty, q n j . Both of these demand factors were assumed to follow the normal distribution. Since no information is available on potential relationships, all parameters are assumed to be uncorrelated.
According to Equation (12) it is observed in the steady case that prediction uncertainty when all the parameters were considered uncertain is higher than the uncertainty due to any parameters considered separately. However, in the unsteady case changes in the flow pattern and system operations play an important role. It is observed that, due to change in the flow pattern, there are discrete changes in pump operations and flow. Thus, the gradients in Equation (12) are not continuous. As a result, the uncertainty due to all parameters can be seen to be less than the uncertainty due to individual parameters at a particular time.
Node 11
The average concentration over the 24 h cyclical demand period for node 11 is shown in Figure 4(a) . The concentration at node 11 is highest during the early morning and gradually falls until mid-afternoon. Node 11's demand is always provided by flow from the pump station source. The velocities in the pipes located between the source and node 11 are lowest between 2 am and 3 pm. This water reaches node 11 from 3 am to 4 pm, resulting in the lower average concentrations compared to the remainder of the day due to the longer travel times. High concentrations during the remainder of the day are due to higher velocities and shorter travel times.
Standard deviations of chlorine concentration for different uncertain parameters are shown in Figures 4(b, c) .
The overall magnitude of uncertainty (Figure 4(c) ) is small at this node except for around 4 pm. As noted, chlorine decay is closely related to travel time. In a constant diameter pipe, velocity increases directly with flow rate. Therefore, during high flow periods chlorine decay is low. On the other hand, if flows are small, decay is high. Around 2 am and 3 pm, the source pump operations generally changed. At 2 pm one of the three operating pumps is turned off and flow from the pump station decreases. This pump is turned back on at 3 pm and the pump station flow increases. These pump switches are reflected in the concentration changes at these time (Figure 4(a) ). Small demand changes can cause the pump switching to occur slightly before or after the noted times, causing more variability in pumping rates and higher water quality uncertainty. The demand uncertainty contributions to overall chlorine concentration uncertainty are quite small during the remainder of the day.
With the exception of these two periods the global wall decay coefficient provides the largest contribution to node 11's concentration uncertainty. The uncertainty pattern due to bulk decay coefficient is similar to, but lower than, the global wall decay coefficient. In the turbulent flow in the pipes supplying node 11, the wall decay coefficient is larger and has more impact than the bulk decay coefficient.
Pipe diameter and roughness are the least significant parameters for this node. Although diameter changes cause velocity and water age differences, these changes are apparently less than that caused by demand uncertainty.
Equation (12) (Figure 4(c) ).
Node 24
The temporal pattern of flow to and from the tank is shown in Figure 5 The standard deviation of node 24's chlorine concentration has peaks at 7 am, 4 pm and 9 pm resulting from variability in nodal demand and temporal demand factors ( Figure 5(d) ). The peaks in the standard deviation occur when demand changes cause the tank flow patterns to change. Thus, the peaks correspond to periods when tank flows are near zero (Figure 5(a) ). Water quality in the tank during draining periods is lower than the water quality in the tank when flow is being supplied from the source. Thus, during the noted periods, the source and its concentration are quite different and the demand changes cause the The order of importance in this unsteady analysis (global wall decay coefficient, nodal demand and temporal demand factors, and bulk decay coefficient) was identical to the most significant contributors to uncertainty at node 24 for the steady state conditions (Figures 3(a, b) ).
Node 26
Flow reaching node 26 has the longest travel time in the system. On average, morning water (6 am to 12 pm) supplied to node 26 is directly from the pump station with high chlorine concentrations. During the remainder of the day water reaching node 26 has been stored in the tank prior to delivery and has lower concentrations ( Figure 6(a) ).
Flow reaching node 26 passes through node 24. The two concentration levels at node 24 ( Figure 5(b) ) correspond to the tank supply (low values) and direct source supply (high values). On average, this pattern is slightly compressed when it reaches node 26 ( Figure 6(a) ) due to the demand variations. The 10 h elevated period at node 24 ( Figure 5(b) ) is reduced to 5 h due to the higher daylight hour demands ( Figure 6(a) ). In addition, the pattern is delayed by about 4.5 h as a result of the low velocities in pipes between nodes 24 and 26. This travel time also accounts for the lower chlorine concentrations.
The standard deviations and coefficients of variation for different individual parameters during the evening and night-time hours are as high as 0.01 and 0.04, respectively ( Figures 6(b, c) ). Uncertainties are elevated from about 6 am to 6 pm due to changes in hydraulic conditions and the water source (i.e. stored in a tank or supplied directly from the source) rather than changes in water quality during travel.
This hypothesis was confirmed by introducing a setpoint booster at the tank outlet maintaining a constant chlorine concentration at node 24 and repeating the MCS. Uncertainty spikes were not observed in this test (not shown).
A number of interesting results are identified from Figures 6(b, c) . First, the uncertainty at node 26 is consistently higher than both nodes 11 and 24 due to the larger decrease in chlorine in flow reaching that node. Second, at times the uncertainty when all parameters are considered is less than the uncertainty when a single parameter is evaluated. This result is inconsistent with the fundamental relationship in
Equation (12) 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Parameter uncertainty level
MCS runs for different input coefficients of variation (CV)
for all parameters were completed to examine the relationship between the input and output uncertainty levels. The output CV for nodes 11, 24 and 26 were examined at six different times during the day. As expected, the output uncertainty increases with input uncertainty (CV) for all nodes at all times.
The output uncertainty due to global wall and bulk decay coefficients increases faster than linear as the CV is increased. Doubling the CV of k w (from 0.05 to 0.10) increased the output standard deviation (SD) at all nodes and times by about a factor of 1.75. Doubling the CV again to 0.20 more than doubled the concentration SDs (a factor of 2.2). The change with respect to k b was slightly more linearly proportional with increases of about 185% and 210% when the input CV was altered from 0.05 to 0.1 and 0.1 to 0.2, respectively.
Less than proportional increases in output uncertainty
were observed when the total demand factor, q n j , uncertainty was altered. For example, when the demand CV was decreased to 50% of the base value the SD of the nodal concentration generally decreased to about 40% of its base value. Varying the demand factor uncertainty altered the supply location timing and elevated periods of high uncertainty. For most times and locations, the temporal demand factor (q f ) response was nearly linearly proportional to changes in its input uncertainty over a range of CVs from 0.05 to 0.20. Node 26 was the least consistent, particularly during periods when the source supply would change. Changes in uncertainties in pipe diameter and roughness have similar slightly less than linear proportional changes in output SDs. Node 26 was anomalous in some cases. Full display of the results can be found in Pasha (2006) .
Effect of emergency storage volume
Reducing tank storage and ensuring tank turnover are means to improve water quality. Changing tank operations may also alter the uncertainty in water quality. To model tank conditions three pump control policies were developed. Each policy consists of three pumping control rules: below a minimum level turn on all three pumps, exceed a mid-tank level turn off one pump and exceed a maximum level turn off all pumps. The low emergency storage policy control rules changed pump operations at 1.5, 3.1 and 4.6 m of water in the tank, respectively. The tank levels for changing pump operations for medium and high emergency storage conditions were 3.1, 4.6 and 6.1 m and 4.6, 6.1 and 7.6 m, respectively. Medium storage is the condition evaluated in earlier sections. Note that a low emergency storage range results in a larger proportion of tank water turning over each day.
As the emergency storage increases mean concentrations decrease with longer retention times. The average daily standard deviation (excluding periods impacted by flow changes) also changes with the storage volume for all the parameters at downstream nodes (Table 4 ). Higher tank storage volumes increase uncertainties (standard deviations) at the downstream nodes 24 and 26 for all the parameters except the decay coefficients. Uncertainties due to the decay coefficients (both the global wall and bulk decay coefficients) decrease when tank storage volume increases (Table 4 ). However, since the mean concentrations decrease with higher storage, the relative uncertainty as represented by the coefficient of variation (CV) increases as a result of uncertainty in the decay coefficients.
Variation in the uncertainties at nodes where the tank does not provide water (or the tank provides water for a shorter time) is negligible (e.g. node 11). Thus, for this system, reducing emergency storage improves system water quality and makes system conditions more stable and less uncertain.
Effect of demand pattern
Since demand factors had the largest influence on the output uncertainty, MCS runs were completed for three other demand patterns. The magnitude of the total demand was increased and decreased by 10% in patterns 1 and 2, respectively. The third pattern increased the demand at all times by 10% except at 8 am and 6 pm when the peaks are increased by 25% representing a more summer-like condition. Compared to the original demand pattern, the magnitude of the output uncertainties did not change for any of the three new patterns.
While the temporal pattern of standard deviations for node 11 did not change, the time distribution of standard deviations of chlorine concentration for nodes 24 and 26 were altered (Figure 7) . Since the temporal demand patterns had similar shapes as for the base condition, the timing of demand and temporal demand factors uncertainties were unchanged. However, the peaks associated with pipe roughness and diameter were shifted in time. Like the base condition, these peaks are caused by changes in water source. A new peak was added for the third pattern due to variability in water source in the early evening. Overall, the similar uncertainty magnitude shows the relative stability of water quality in this water distribution system.
APPLICATION NETWORK: EXAMPLE 2
The second network analyzed is a real network that consists of 90 nodes, 116 pipes, 1 source, 1 tank, and 4 pumps These experiment results were compared with an experiment with all parameters considered uncertain.
Steady conditions
Box and whisker plots are shown for steady state experiments in Figure 9 . 
Unsteady conditions
Unsteady condition results are shown in Figures 10 -12 .
Observations that are similar to Example 1 can be made for (Figures 11(a, b) ). Node 79 is the distant node and the tank effect is relatively small. As a result, the spikes are not significant ( Figure 12 ). The global wall decay coefficient has the highest impact on uncertainties for nodes 19 and 52 while the nodal demand has the highest impact at node 79. In the small system examined here, the demand influence on water quality is not significant but this may not translate to water age and travel time. It was more significant in the large system but only at the distal nodes. Bulk decay coefficients can be determined off-line in jar tests. However, wall decay coefficients must be calibrated with field data. The relatively limited uncertainty of water quality to model parameters presents a difficult problem.
DISCUSSION
It suggests that a reasonable range of parameter values (wall decay and others) will provide similar water quality estimates. Thus, calibration for the wall decay parameter from field disinfectant measurements under average conditions will likely not provide its unique value. This is acceptable for normal operations but may not be so for extreme conditions or during studies to modify operations.
An inability to identify the true parameter value is particularly difficult in more complex water quality models that require multiple parameters to describe water quality transformations in a pipe. Another use of water quality models is to examine water quality under new operational conditions or extreme conditions such as pipe breaks and pump failures. These conditions have been examined here to a very limited extent with promising conclusions but deserve study in a similar vein. To summarize, based on the MCS results, if a model is calibrated for normally occurring conditions, model calibration will likely result in in-system parameters that are not robust. However, when modeling those typical conditions, this paper shows that the range of model outputs based on those parameters will not be wide (except for changes resulting in system dynamics (tank/source operations)). However, the impact of less common conditions is unclear beyond some simple tests. More study is needed on looped systems, failure conditions, growth changes and alternative system operations that intend to minimize pumping costs or disinfection injections (possibly in conjunction with valving). 
CONCLUSIONS
MCS was applied to two water distribution systems to study the effect of uncertain parameters on water quality predictions. Steady and unsteady conditions were analyzed for the input parameters' coefficient of variation of 0.1. The parameters considered are the bulk and global wall decay coefficients, pipe roughnesses and diameters, and nodal demands for steady conditions. For unsteady analysis, a temporal demand factor is added. The effect of parameter uncertainty is examined by varying one parameter with others remaining fixed in both steady and unsteady cases.
To further examine the relative effect of a parameter under steady conditions, each parameter was fixed while all parameters were considered as uncertain.
Four primary conclusions were drawn from the results. assumption of uncorrelated parameters, the impact of uncertainties were not additive in the unsteady case and, in some cases, the output standard deviation for all uncertain parameters together was less than the uncertainty for a single uncertain parameter due to the lagging effect of uncertainties caused by changing the flow pattern in the system.
A series of sensitivity analyses were completed for the Example 1 network and the following conclusions were reached. Although it promotes chlorine decay, as emergency storage was increased the relative uncertainty increased at downstream nodes. The rate of change of the output uncertainty was constant or increased with increasing parameter uncertainty levels. The impact of altering the demand pattern over the range considered was small.
The implications of uncertainties on modeling water quality are significant in terms of calibration and model application. Determining a set of parameters that provide a match with field measurements is likely not very difficult as many parameter sets will provide similar results. However, gaining confidence in a calibration may prove difficult due to the limited uncertainty of the water quality under normal operational conditions. Reasonable parameters appear to be relatively robust for normal operations but more extreme results may not be accurately predicted. To begin to further assess these issues, additional uncertainty analyses should be completed considering spatial and temporal correlations between demands, for travel time conditions and for highly stressed systems or under failure conditions. This study was conducted with an emphasis on the state-of-the-art in water distribution system modeling under normal operating conditions. Pressure-driven demand modeling (Giustolisi et al. 2008 ) should be considered in a similar framework to determine the impact of these conditions on model prediction uncertainties.
